HOUSE AMENDMENT

GOOD/DOWNEY
SEPTEMBER 11, 2020

CLERK OF THE HOUSE

REP. FINLAY PROPOSES THE FOLLOWING AMENDMENT NO. TO S. 426 (KATIETURNER\MY DOCUMENTS\AMENDMENT FOR FULL II)):

REFERENCE IS TO PRINTER'S DATE 2/5/19-S.

AMEND THE JOINT RESOLUTION, AS AND IF AMENDED, BY STRIKING ALL AFTER THE ENACTING WORDS AND INSERTING:

/ PART I

EXPENDITURE AUTHORIZATIONS AND REIMBURSEMENT

SECTION 1. THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA RECEIVED FUNDS FROM THE FEDERAL

SECTION 2. (A) THE EXPENDITURE AUTHORIZATIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 3(A) AND (C) ARE SUPPLEMENTAL TO THE EXPENDITURE AUTHORIZATIONS FOR THE SAME PURPOSES AS CONTAINED IN ACT 142 OF 2020. THE REMAINING EXPENDITURE AUTHORIZATIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 3 ARE FOR THE MAXIMUM AMOUNTS THAT MAY BE REIMBURSED
BY THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE FROM THE CORONAVIRUS RELIEF FUND.

(B) STATE AGENCIES, INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, INCLUDING TECHNICAL COLLEGES, COUNTIES, MUNICIPALITIES, SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICTS, AND HOSPITALS SHALL MAXIMIZE THE USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS MADE AVAILABLE IN THIS ACT WHEREVER POSSIBLE WITHIN THE ALLOWABLE USES. IF ANY REIMBURSEMENT TO ANY RECIPIENT, OR SUBRECIPIENT, RESULTING FROM AN AUTHORIZATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS DISALLOWED BY FEDERAL LAW, THEN THE RECIPIENT OR SUBRECIPIENT SHALL PROMPTLY RETURN THE FUNDS DISBURSED TO THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE FOR DEPOSIT IN THE CORONAVIRUS RELIEF FUND.

SECTION 3. STATE AGENCIES ARE AUTHORIZED TO EXPEND FEDERAL FUNDS IN THE CORONAVIRUS RELIEF FUND IF THE EXPENDITURE IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE CARES ACT. THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE IS AUTHORIZED TO REIMBURSE FROM THE CORONAVIRUS RELIEF FUND, UP TO THE AMOUNTS LISTED BELOW IN EACH CATEGORY, EXPENDITURES COMPLIANT WITH THE CARES ACT
BY THE FOLLOWING SECTORS: STATE AGENCIES, INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, COUNTIES, MUNICIPALITIES, SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICTS, AND PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HOSPITALS.

(A) DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
STATEWIDE TESTING AND MONITORING $73,022,613

(B) MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
STATEWIDE TESTING $20,150,000

(C) DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE
UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND $450,000,000

(E) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
NONPROFIT (501(C)(3)) RELIEF PROGRAM $25,000,000

(F) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
MINORITY AND SMALL BUSINESS
RELIEF PROGRAM $50,000,000

(G) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
STATE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, INDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY EXPENDITURES $130,000,000

PART II

DIRECTIVES TO RECEIVING ENTITIES

SECTION 4. THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IS AUTHORIZED TO UTILIZE UNEXPENDED AUTHORIZATIONS CONTAINED SECTION 3(B) OF ACT 142 OF 2020 FOR THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FOLLOWING:

(1) SCHOOL SAFETY MEASURES TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PURCHASING MASKS, GLOVES, WIPES, HAND SANITIZER, FACE SHIELDS, CLEANING SOLUTION, PLEXIGLAS, AND OTHER CLEANING EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES.
(2) **Additional expenses incurred by Virtual SC in response to COVID-19.**

(3) **Hire or contract for school nurse services for those schools that do not have a full-time school nurse.**

(4) **Tutoring, supplemenental services, and support services to include services for unengaged students; interventionists; and after school learning extensions that prioritize face-to-face instruction focused on students with identified reading or math difficulties and students with IEPs to address deficits resulting from COVID-19.**

(5) **Technology purchases of devices and connectivity equipment to support online learning resulting from COVID-19.**

It is the intent of the General Assembly that reimbursements for item (1) - school safety measures - be the Department’s first priority for reimbursement.

SECTION 5. FROM ANY UNEXPENDED AUTHORIZATIONS CONTAINED IN SECTION 3(C) IN ACT 142 OF 2020, THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE IS AUTHORIZED TO REIMBURSE STATE AGENCIES FOR EXPENSES THAT WERE NECESSARY FOR THE RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19 PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY. STATE AGENCIES MAY APPLY FOR REIMBURSEMENT IN A SIMILAR MANNER AS SET FORTH IN SECTION 6 OF ACT 142 OF 2020.

SECTION 6. (A) THERE IS ESTABLISHED THROUGH THE SC CARES GRANT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM A NONPROFIT ENTITY REIMBURSEMENT GRANT PROGRAM. THE PROGRAM SHALL AWARD GRANTS TO QUALIFYING NONPROFIT ENTITIES TO REIMBURSE THE QUALIFYING NONPROFIT ENTITY FOR SOME, OR ALL, OF THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH TWO-MONTHS PAYROLL EXPENSES INCURRED BY THE QUALIFYING NONPROFIT ENTITY BETWEEN MARCH 1, 2020 AND
December 1, 2020. A qualifying nonprofit entity may receive a grant in an amount between two thousand five hundred dollars and twenty-five thousand dollars. Nonprofit entities must apply for grants no later than October 15, 2020.

(B)(1) Applications for grants shall be made to the panel established in item (2). An applicant shall provide the panel with information concerning the applicant’s expenditures for which the applicant seeks a grant. Grants shall be awarded for qualifying expenditures in amounts determined by the panel. The panel may only award a grant if the qualifying nonprofit entity experience an interruption in business due to COVID-19. First, priority shall be given to applicants that did not receive other assistance, such as a Paycheck Protection Program loan or other CARES funds. Then, priority shall be given to applications for expenditures related to (1) food assistance, including prepared meals; (2) rent or mortgage assistance; (3) mental health counseling; (4) health care services and access to health care supplies; and (5) arts and cultural items or activities.

(2)(a) Applications for grants shall be evaluated and awarded by a panel consisting of:

(i) the Director of the Department of Social Services, or his designee;
(ii) the Director of the Department of Mental Health, or his designee;
(iii) the Director of the Department of Consumer Affairs, or his designee;
(iv) the Director of the Department of Health and Human Services, or his designee;
(v) the Director of the Department of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse Services, or his designee;
(vi) the Secretary of State, or his designee;
(vii) The Director of the South Carolina Arts Commission, or his designee; and
(viii) the Director of the Department of Archives and History, or his designee.

(b) The panel shall meet as often as is necessary to fulfill its obligations as provided herein. The panel may utilize remote technology for meetings or other activities as necessary. The Department of Administration shall assist with the coordination of the panel’s meetings.

(c) The panel shall develop an application and establish criteria for the evaluation of applications that is consistent with the requirements contained herein, including the priorities identified in item (1). During its evaluation of applications, the panel shall give consideration the geographic distribution of services provided by the qualifying expenditures so that grants are awarded on a statewide basis.

(d) The Department of Administration shall provide staff support for the panel. The Department of Administration, in conjunction with SC CARES Act Grant Management Program, shall confirm that all reimbursement requests in the grant applications comply with federal CARES Act requirements.

(c) For the purposes of the nonprofit entity reimbursement grant program, ‘qualifying nonprofit entity’ means a 501(c)(3) with twenty-five or fewer employees that has been operating in South Carolina for at least six months prior to the Governor’s initial COVID-19 state of emergency declaration on March 13, 2020.

SECTION 7. (A) There is established through the SC CARES Grant Management Program a minority business and
SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE REIMBURSEMENT GRANT PROGRAM. THE PROGRAM SHALL AWARD GRANTS TO QUALIFYING MINORITY AND SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISES TO REIMBURSE THE MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE FOR SOME, OR ALL, OF THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH QUALIFYING EXPENDITURES INCURRED, OR EXPECTED TO BE INCURRED, BY THE QUALIFYING MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE BETWEEN MARCH 1, 2020, AND DECEMBER 1, 2020. A QUALIFYING MINORITY OR SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE MAY RECEIVE A GRANT IN AN AMOUNT UP TO TWICE ITS MONTHLY PAYROLL BEFORE COVID-19, INCLUDING THE OWNERS DRAW; HOWEVER, THE GRANT MAY NOT BE LESS THAN FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND MAY NOT EXCEED TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS. MINORITY AND SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISES MUST APPLY FOR GRANTS NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 15, 2020.

(B)(1) APPLICATIONS FOR GRANTS SHALL BE MADE TO THE SC CARES ACT GRANT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM. AN APPLICANT SHALL PROVIDE THE SC CARES ACT GRANT MANAGEMENT PROGRAM WITH INFORMATION CONCERNING THE APPLICANT’S EXPENDITURES FOR WHICH THE APPLICANT SEeks A GRANT. THE GRANT MANAGER SHALL EVALUATE GRANT APPLICATIONS TO CONFIRM THAT ALL REIMBURSEMENT REQUESTS IN THE GRANT APPLICATIONS COMPLY WITH FEDERAL CARES ACT REQUIREMENTS. GRANTS SHALL BE AWARDED AND THE AMOUNT OF EACH GRANT AWARDED BY THE GRANT MANAGER. THE GRANT MANAGER MAY ONLY AWARD A GRANT IF THE QUALIFYING MINORITY OR SMALL BUSINESS EXPERIENCED AN INTERRUPTION IN BUSINESS DUE TO COVID-19. PRIORITY SHALL BE GIVEN TO MINORITY BUSINESSES AND TO APPLICANTS THAT DID NOT RECEIVE OTHER ASSISTANCE, SUCH AS A PAYCHECK PROTECTION PROGRAM LOAN OR OTHER CARES FUNDS, AND TO BUSINESSES WITH FIFTEEN OR FEWER EMPLOYEES WHO DEMONSTRATE THE GREATEST NEED.

(C) FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE MINORITY BUSINESS AND SMALL BUSINESS ENTERPRISE REIMBURSEMENT GRANT PROGRAM:
(1) ‘Economically disadvantaged individuals’ means those socially disadvantaged individuals whose ability to compete in the free enterprise system has been impaired due to diminished capital and credit opportunities as compared to others in the same business area who are not socially disadvantaged; and

(2) ‘Minority business enterprise’ means a business with twenty-five or fewer employees that has been operating in South Carolina for at least six months prior to the Governor’s initial COVID-19 state of emergency declaration on March 13, 2020, and is owned by an individual who is a United States citizen and who is economically and socially disadvantaged; and

(3) ‘Small business enterprise’ means a business with twenty-five or fewer employees that has been operating in South Carolina for at least six months prior to the Governor’s initial COVID-19 state of emergency declaration on March 13, 2020.

(4) ‘Socially disadvantaged individuals” means those individuals who are members of the following groups: African-Americans; Hispanic Americans; Native Americans (including individuals recognized as American Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts and Native Hawaiians), and Asian Pacific Americans.

SECTION 8. The funds authorized for the Department of Health and Environmental Control pursuant to Section 3(A) must be utilized in the manner prescribed for the Statewide Testing Plan established in Section 7 of Act 142 of 2020.

SECTION 9. The funds authorized for the Medical University of South Carolina pursuant to Section 3(B) for
STATEWIDE TESTING SHALL BE UTILIZED TO CONTINUE THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY’S COVID-19 AT-RISK TESTING INITIATIVE.

SECTION 10. (A)(1) STATE AGENCIES, PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, COUNTIES, MUNICIPALITIES, AND SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICTS ARE AUTHORIZED TO APPLY FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENDITURES NECESSARY FOR THE RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19 PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY, INCLUDING FOR EXPENSES FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FIRST RESPONDERS, INCURRED, OR ARE EXPECTED TO BE INCURRED, BETWEEN JULY 1, 2020, AND DECEMBER 30, 2020. UP TO $5,000,000 MAY BE USED FOR STATEWIDE TOURISM RECOVERY MARKETING AND DESTINATION SPECIFIC TOURISM RECOVERY MARKETING.

(2) INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, INCLUDING HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, ARE AUTHORIZED TO APPLY FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENDITURES THAT WERE NECESSARY FOR THE RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19 PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY INCURRED, OR ARE EXPECTED TO BE INCURRED, BETWEEN MARCH 1, 2020, AND DECEMBER 30, 2020.

(B) IF THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE DETERMINES THAT THE AMOUNT OF ELIGIBLE EXPENDITURES THROUGH DECEMBER 30, 2020, EXCEEDS THE AUTHORIZATIONS PROVIDED FOR IN ACT 142 OF 2020 AND SECTION 3(G) OF THIS ACT, THEN THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE IS AUTHORIZED TO PRIORITIZE THE REMAINING REIMBURSEMENTS FOR EXPENSES INCURRED AS A RESULT OF COVID-19 IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:

(1) INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING, INCLUDING MEMBER INSTITUTIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES NONPROFIT CORPORATION, FOR EXPENSES RELATED TO PROVIDING VIRTUAL AND IN-PERSON EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR STUDENTS ENROLLED FOR THE FALL 2020 SEMESTER;

(2) STATE AGENCIES;
(3) COUNTY GOVERNMENTS;
(4) MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS; AND
(5) SPECIAL PURPOSE DISTRICTS.

SECTION 11. TO ENSURE THAT THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA MAXIMIZES THE USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS AUTHORIZED THROUGH THE CORONAVIRUS RELIEF FUND, THE DIRECTOR OF THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE IS AUTHORIZED TO REALLOCATE ANY UNUSED AUTHORIZATION IN A PARTICULAR ENUMERATED ITEM IN THIS ACT AND IN ACT 142 OF 2020 TO ANY ENUMERATED ITEM FOR WHICH APPROVED REIMBURSEMENTS EXCEED THE AUTHORIZATION. THIS REALLOCATION MAY NOT BE IMPLEMENTED PRIOR TO DECEMBER 1, 2020. SHOULD THIS CONDITION BE MET IN MULTIPLE AUTHORIZATIONS, THE DIRECTOR SHALL REALLOCATE ANY UNUSED AUTHORIZATION ACCORDING THE FOLLOWING PRIORITIZATION:

(1) DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND WORKFORCE - UNEMPLOYMENT TRUST FUND

(2) DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL - STATEWIDE TESTING AND MONITORING

(3) MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA - STATEWIDE TESTING

(4) STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - USES AUTHORIZED IN SECTION 4 OF THIS ACT

(5) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION - STATE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITY EXPENDITURES

(6) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION - MINORITY BUSINESS RELIEF PROGRAM

(7) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION - NONPROFIT (501(C)(3)) RELIEF PROGRAM

(8) DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION - EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE HOSPITAL RELIEF PROGRAM
PART III

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SECTION 12. IF ANY SECTION, SUBSECTION, PARAGRAPH, SUBPARAGRAPH, SENTENCE, CLAUSE, PHRASE, OR WORD OF THIS ACT IS FOR ANY REASON HELD TO BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL OR INVALID, SUCH HOLDING SHALL NOT AFFECT THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OR VALIDITY OF THE REMAINING PORTIONS OF THIS ACT, THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY HEREBY DECLARING THAT IT WOULD HAVE PASSED THIS ACT, AND EACH AND EVERY SECTION, SUBSECTION, PARAGRAPH, SUBPARAGRAPH, SENTENCE, CLAUSE, PHRASE, AND WORD THEREOF, IRRESPECTIVE OF THE FACT THAT ANY ONE OR MORE OTHER SECTIONS, SUBSECTIONS, PARAGRAPHS, SUBPARAGRAPHS, SENTENCES, CLAUSES, PHRASES, OR WORDS HEREOF MAY BE DECLARED TO BE UNCONSTITUTIONAL, INVALID, OR OTHERWISE INEFFECTIVE.

SECTION 13. THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT TAKE EFFECT UPON APPROVAL OF THE GOVERNOR. /

RENUMBER SECTIONS TO CONFORM.
AMEND TITLE TO CONFORM.